Our focus is making professional
video surveillance easy for everyone

IP 2000 cameras

At Bosch, we believe personnel and property need to be safe and secure at all times, and the IP 2000
camera family offers a cost-effective solution designed for small retail businesses and homes.
Flexible and complete

Highest image quality at minimum cost

Bosch has set new standards in security and data

All cameras are equipped with Content Based Imaging

management with the IP 2000 portfolio. With camera

Technology (CBIT) ensuring perfect exposure of objects of

models designed for discrete or more visible surveillance

interest. In addition, Intelligent Dynamic Noise Reduction,

and ONVIF conformance for seamless integration with

a part of CBIT, reduces bitrates by up to 50 percent, which

software and recording solutions from Bosch and other

significantly lowers your storage requirements and network

vendors, you can tailor your IP video solution to perfectly

strain without compromising video quality.

fit your needs.

24/7 remote access and camera control
Combine the cameras with a DIVAR IP recorder
with built-in Dynamic Transcoding or a VIDEOJET
XTC XF Transcoder to gain both smooth live video
streaming and instant access to HD images when
needed, regardless of available bandwidth. Use it
with the free Video Security app on your mobile
device for full camera access and control anytime
from anywhere.

Two-in-one solution

the built-in SD card. Any of these methods provides easy

The TINYON IP 2000 WI (wireless) and TINYON IP 2000

back-up solutions to ensure safe storage of relevant video

PIR offer a cost-effective two-in-one security solution.

data. Easily access video and control cameras using the

They combine a built-in, passive infrared (PIR) sensor for

free Video Security Client software or Video Security app.

detecting motion within a five meter range and a 720p
HD IP video surveillance camera for easy identification

Quality and reliability

of events or intruders. A built-in white light LED ensures

For more than 125 years, the Bosch name has stood for

high quality images day and night and the microphone

quality and reliability. IP 2000 cameras are designed to

and loudspeaker allow for two-way communication.

precisely suit your safety and security needs. Peace of
mind is assured with a three-year warranty and Bosch

Safe data storage

technology—including the latest sensors, Content Based

Store video data in the cloud, on a network video recorder

Imaging Technology, Dynamic Transcoding and much

like the DIVAR IP 2000 recording solution from Bosch or on

more—that’s relied upon in even the most demanding,
high-risk security applications.

Features

Benefits

Microbox or microdome models

Options for discreet or more visible surveillance

Two-in-one solutions

Easy identification of events or intruders day or night

Intelligent Dynamic Noise Reduction

Decreases storage costs and network strain substantially

MicroSD card slot for edge recording

Enabling an easy back-up solution to ensure safe data storage or providing
a stand-alone solution

FTP, Dropbox and email applications

Record, store and manage your data the way you want it

Built-in microphone and loudspeaker*

Allows audio detection and capture as well as two-way communication

ONVIF conformance

Seamless integration with third-party products

Power over Ethernet or Wireless models

Easy installation in a range of environments

*Depending on the model

Choose IP 2000 series for
professional surveillance that’s
easy for everyone. Learn more at
www.boschsecurity.com/hdsecurity
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